Friday 31st March 2017

Ensuring every individual achieves their best through high expectations for all; with a
focus on confidence, creativity and care.
Stars of the Term in Reception and Key Stage 1
Star of the Term for
Achievement/ Progress
Cook Class
Amarah Mirza. You have impressed me with your ability to
take on a new challenge this term, because of this willingness
to 'have a go' at new challenges you are becoming much
more confident with your large physical skills like climbing
and skipping and you are also becoming a keen writer,
writing fabulous stories about princesses and zebras!
Fantastic learning this term Amarah!
Da Gama
Amelia Waterfield - Her incredible dedication to improving
her skills in literacy and numeracy over the last two terms
has been inspiring. It's so wonderful to see her applying her
hard earned skills every day, keep it up Amelia!
Columbus
Rezvan Mahsoumi - For his improved speech and
determination to talk about your interests as well as
learning! Well done!
Aldrin
Ronnie Ball - For his never ending passion for learning and
determination to succeed. I am astounded and proud of the
progress you have made in all areas of your learning. Keep up
the good work!
Attenborough
Rasikh Ahmed - For an excellent ‘can do’ attitude towards
learning and unbelievable level of progress in Year 1 so far.
All your teachers are very proud. Keep it up!
Marco Polo
Maria Wahid - For making great progress with reading and
writing. You are now using skills learnt during English and
RWI lessons. Well done! We are all so proud of you.
Einstein
Zernab Quyyum - Zernab has made outstanding progress in
both reading and writing this year. This is down to her
exceptional attitude to learning. She truly is a 'Go for it
Gorilla' who never gives up!
Marie Curie
Rayan Smaoui - Rayan has made a huge improvement in the
presentation and content of his work. Keep it up!
Pasteur
Naveah-Joy Grant - For dramatically improving her
handwriting and presentation.

Star of the Term for
Attitude
Omar Yousefzai Not only do you ALWAYS have your
concentrating crocodile brain turned on and show a 'can do'
attitude with your learning, you also show much care and
empathy towards others around you supporting your friends
when they need help with their learning. We can all learn
from your attitude towards others and your attitude towards
your learning, great work Omar!
Rami Atlas - His care and attention to every detail of class life
is incredible, he never ceases to amaze me with his
understanding of the world around him. It brings me great
joy to see how he uses his understanding to care for his
friends and his environment.
Hajar Boucetta - For her on going determination to learn
new things and challenge herself.

Rumaisa Shaikh - For your enthusiasm and love for learning.
You are thoughtful and focussed at all times. Well done for
working so hard in the classroom and at home. We are very
proud you!
Muaaz Patel - For his positive attitude toward learning and
always trying his best to get involved in class discussion. Your
teachers are very proud of you. Keep it up!
Dewan Arham Raza - For always coming to school with a 'can
do' attitude and setting an example for the rest of Marco
Polo class. We are so proud of your excellent learning
behaviour.
Yusif Abdelwahab - Yusif not only works hard all day every
day but also does it with a smile on his face. He should be
very proud of his determination and persevering attitude!

Isabelle Williams - For always choosing to do the right thing
whilst remaining calm and focussed. When you work hard
the sky is the limit.
Nooruddin Abu-Bakr - For having a positive and proactive
approach to his learning. His efforts to understand new
learning have meant Nooruddin has a can do attitude and he
is not afraid of applying what he has learnt. Keep it up!

Stars of the Term in Key Stage 2
Star of the Term for
Achievement/ Progress
Edison
Muhammad Aadam Member - Muhammad Aadam you have
worked extremely hard in your writing this term. You have
also shown great enthusiasm for everything we do in class.
Well done and keep up the great work!

Galileo
Aleksander Vladov - Alex has picked up the English language
so quickly and eloquently and this has been down to his
perseverance and eagerness to learn. Exceptional learning
skills which I look forward to seeing more of.
Da Vinci
Tom Rubbino - Has made fantastic progress this term,
especially with his writing and his maths and has really tried
to improve himself - a wonderful effort Tom - keep it up for
the summer term.
Brunel
Maisha Hussain - You have grown into a confident member
of our class who now shares your valuable ideas during every
lesson. This is had a huge impact on both your reading and
writing. Well done!
Berners-Lee
Ali Akca - Ali you can be relied upon to do your very best in
every lesson. Your perseverance and resilience have helped
you to become a fantastic learner and to make wonderful
improvements this year. Well done!
Hawking
Amelie Durkan - For going above and beyond with her
learning, your efforts truly are paying off and you are making
good progress. Keep going!
Gandhi
Jamiliah Kibriah - For her progress in English. She has made a
big effort to articulate her thoughts clearly and ensure her
writing is engaging and gives clarity to the reader.
Rosa Parks
Alioune Dia - For excellent work in Mathematics this term.
You have persevered with problem solving and really
improved in explaining your reasoning - well done.
Malala
Hajra Arshid - For always wanting to learn and going above
and beyond to take her learning further. She is a shining
example for us all.
Helen Keller
Leonard Rice - For improved writing – well done!!
Mandela
Emmy Bryce-Lennon - Progress continues to be made by a
young lady who conducts herself with quiet, composed
dignity; proof that, “Quiet people have the loudest minds.”

Pankhurst
Ayesha Khanam - Her progress in reading and spellings this
term. Her hard work is beginning to have a real impact.

Star of the Term for
Attitude
Zaiyana Chowdhury – Zaiyana is an enthusiastic learner and
tackles new challenges with a positive attitude. She
consistently makes good choices in all parts of the school day
and demonstrates excellent behaviour that sets the standard
for our class. You are a great role model to us all and it's a
pleasure to have you in the class.
Muhammad Taher - Muhammad has continued to develop
his growth mindset this year and this has been evident across
the whole curriculum. It is inspiring to see that you never
give up!
Valentina Herakova - Valentina has shown a great attitude to
her learning and is often coming into school talking about the
extra learning she has done at home. Well done Valentina try to maintain this learning behaviour in the summer term.
Deshraj Bhaker - Your ‘can do’ attitude is an excellent model
to other children in our class. It has allowed you to take an
active part in our lessons. Remember that hard work is
followed by success. Keep it up!
Farjin Rahman - You have worked hard to improve all aspects
of your learning. You work creatively, you can
confidently share your ideas, and you take pride and care in
your work. Keep up the great work!
Jannah Chowdhury - You truly have shined this term,
watching you grow in confidence has been an absolute
delight. Keep up the fantastic attitude!
Krasimir Filadov - He has become a much more active
member of the class and engages in all aspects of learning in
a positive and enthusiastic manner.
Rinni (Hadiqah) Sultana - For always coming to school with a
smile on your face, sharing positive thoughts and being ready
to learn.
Mashrek Hasan. - For being a truly inspirational person.
Coming to a new school and leaning a new language is hard
enough, but he has always wanted to learn more and more.
Selina Akca - For always being ready to learn.
Samantha Biliotaviciute - For Samantha who understands
that she is the key to her own success; her hard work and
desire to be the best she can be is admirable! “Perseverance
is the hard work you do after you get tired of doing the hard
work you already did.”
Matas Mendelis - His fantastic attitude towards learning.
This term, he has seized every opportunity to make the most
of his education.

Happy Holidays
May we take this opportunity to thank you for all your support once again this term, especially with the
ongoing disruption of the building works. We wish you a safe, happy, fun-filled holiday and look
forward to seeing you again on Tuesday 18th April.
Year 6 Holiday School
Year 6 Holiday School is taking place on Monday 3 rd, Tuesday 4th and Wednesday 5th April from 8:45am
to 1:00pm. We look forward to seeing you there Year 6!
Staffing News
Today we are saying a fond farewell to Ms Aldham and Mr Davy.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank them for all they have done for
the children at Park and wish them well in their new ventures.

Collection: Thursday 25th May
We are providing your Bag2School collection bag in advance of the school holiday to give you a chance
to clear out all your unwanted clothing. Please collect any clothes, textiles or shoes that you no longer
need for our Bags2School collection. This is a really easy way for the PTA to raise money for our
children. We get paid according to the weight of the collection. Please give clean clothes, belts,
handbags and shoes (Please tie shoes together).

Bedding, towels and curtains are NOT accepted.
Please put your unwanted textiles into the free collection bag, tie the top and bring it into school on
Thursday 25th May by 9am. The Bags2School team will take items in any type of bag, so if you have
extra items please put them in a bin bag or a carrier bag.
Our previous collections have raised between £200 and £500
The more we collect, the more we raise!
(Apologies but due to space constraints we are unable to store filled bags in school - thank you for your
cooperation)

